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Abstract

We propose to advance search technology for unconstrained handwritten document systems. Performances of current approaches are critically dependent on handwriting recognition performance which in turn depends on contextual knowledge available in the form of a limited lexicon. However, our focus in this dissertation is on unconstrained handwriting where contextual knowledge is usually not available. We will address this challenge by using statistical topic categorization techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to automatically infer the topic of a document from the error-full text returned by a handwriting recognizer. We will employ a novel bootstrapping OCR correction technique that will use the document topic category to generate a corresponding dynamic lexicon for every document. Thus the context will be encoded in the form of a topic probabilistic distribution over all the lexicon terms.

Our goal is to develop an end-to-end text query based search engine for handwritten document image repositories. Existing methods (including our own prior work) have only used the OCR output to index the document and ignore the document meta-descriptors which potentially contain important attributes to improve search performance. We will explore use of attributes such as authorship of the document and type of the document. We will investigate modeling multiple authors as a distribution over various handwriting styles (cursive, discrete, etc.) where each style in turn is further represented as a distribution over image level features from the document. We will investigate novel features for robust document classification and layout analysis beyond the histogram level features, hierarchical
pixel level features, and texture based features. When the number of document classes is unknown a priori, we propose methods such as infinite Gaussian mixture models to automatically estimate the number of document classes present in the dataset. We will also adapt the modeling of user preferences from related work in information filtering and recommender systems by integrating document topic and meta-descriptors as preference features to learn robust user profiles.

We will develop and validate our methods using a corpus consisting of handwritten documents from the publicly available IAM database, handwritten patient care report forms at CUBS, and the collection of George Washington’s letters available from the library of congress.